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Research Matters
Continued from other side Cultural and media-sustained stereotypes of American Indian women (of which "squaw" is one of the most damaging and pervasive) have very real consequences for the lived experiences of Native American women. They influence not only how non-Indians see Indians, but also how Indians see themselves. Yet this media effect has received negligible attention from researchers, scholars, and policy makers. Calling girls and women "squaws" limits imaginative possibilities and narrows self-perception. This has a negative impact on women and girls' access to resources and opportunities for education and professions. Thus, the symbolic representations have very real mental and physical health consequences, contributing to "ethnostress," a physiological response to the tensions and stress associated with outsider status.
Place names are changing, slowly, as indicated by Oregon and Idaho's legislation. Another example is the 2008 renaming of Arizona's Squaw Peak to Piestewa Peak, in honor of Lori Piestewa (Hopi), the first American Indian woman killed in combat in Iraq in 2003. The renaming was not without controversy. Similar to arguments about sports team mascots, offensiveness of real and symbolic name-calling should be determined by those who are portrayed. As a media effect, stereotyping is an ethical problem.
A goal of my research is to advance the area of representational ethics as part of a constructive conversation that needs to take place between media practioners, scholars, and those affected by representations. When identity is used to sell products, for example, or as part of everyday information, stereotypical characteristics come to seem normal and natural. If unquestioned or unchallenged, these representations become a kind of truth. Media industries argue they are working toward increased diversity in content and in employment. Along with this is the responsibility to know something about the people represented and hired. While marketing and media presentations are not necessarily responsible for causing prejudice and discrimination, they should be held accountable for those times when they preserve it. Thus, with increased awareness of people's history, and concern for their thoughts, ideas, and identities, scholars and practitioners can better work their way through the challenges of word and image choices when creating media and marketing content. It is my view that what is or is not problematic should always be considered from the perspective of those represented.
